TEN STRIKES ONE EVENING

BOOK DISCUSSION WITH ERIK LOOMIS

PRESENTED BY TWIN CITIES DSA
RACIAL JUSTICE + SOCIALIST FEMINIST + LABOR BRANCH
& EAST SIDE FREEDOM LIBRARY

"The only way to create emancipation for workers is to embrace an anti-racist and anti-sexist America" - Erik Loomis

FEBRUARY 21ST • 7 PM - 9 PM
EAST SIDE FREEDOM LIBRARY • 1105 GREENBRIER STREET, ST PAUL

"A History of America in Ten Strikes" highlights the realities of the struggles for justice by workers - from government and employer union-busting to workers' own racism and divisions among gender lines - and underscores what is needed to achieve change.

THESE LESSONS ARE INVALUABLE TO THE PRESERVATION & EXPANSION OF INTERSECTIONAL GRASSROOTS ORGANIZING

FOR MORE INFO: TWINCITIESDSA.ORG @TwinCitiesDSA Socialist Feminist @tcsaSocFem

EVENT SPONSORS